PLEASE VOTE FOR OUR PROJECT
Step one: Register at www.avivacommunityfund.co.uk
Step two: Type Plastic in the project box and Broadstairs in the area
box. When you press the search box after entering Broadstairs you
should see our Plastic, Plastic, Not so Fantastic project poem.
Step three: Use your 10 votes to vote for this project PLEASE!

Step four: Share the project with all your family and friends…we
need all the votes we can to be in with a chance!

This project is initiated by children, written by children and will be led by children. Who
better to turn the tide on environmental mismanagement, than those who are going to
experience the repercussions of our actions?
Plastic, plastic, everywhere
On food packaging, in our hair
On our beaches, in our parks
Floating in the sea, wrapped around sharks.
For our generation, it's all we know
But we must stop and start to grow
A new way of thinking on how to live
A thought for nature we must give.
Funding would help our school provide
An education so no one can hide
From the dreadful fact that has become
normal
Disposable plastic on the shores of Cornwall.
We must draw the line, to save our planet
Money will help us to educate Thanet.
We need to work, both in and out
Our school environment, there is no doubt.
So first on our list, is to remove the need
For single use plastic, is no good deed,
For our after-school clubs, we’ll need 200
cups,
And a dishwasher, to help us wash up.
Second in store, a plastic trawl on the beach
When the public see, it will educate and
teach
That plastic is really a problem for all
To eliminate it, is a really tough call.

But together we’ll learn, we’ll teach and grow
Don’t use in the first place, what you'll have to
throw
By starting with us, it's sure to embed
In the next generations, to keep in their head.
So, third on our list, is a plastic course
To educate us, into a plastic-ridding force,
The courses are sure to help us shine
We need to crack on, we haven't much time!
Fourth would be funds for a drama
production
To help us teach about plastic reduction
We really believe this will help us tell
The masses in Kent so the story ends well.
Our final task, if with funds you part
Is to make a sculpture, a plastic piece of art
But do not fret, it will not be new
All used plastic from people like you.
If all this is done, we are sure to see
A difference in our plastic ridden society
But to do it we need, everyone all on board
And if we have your assistance, we are sure to
strike a chord.
So, vote for us, if its change you need
And we will be sure, to give a good deed
To our fellow citizens, who share our land
Vote for us and join our merry band!

